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Gifford Family
Gifford Family papers
.2 lin .ft. (3 folders)

Includes bound scrapbook relating chiefly to Sanford Robinson Gifford (1823-1880), correspondence relating to disposition of "The Palisades" and a Gifford Family genealogy.

See related material, Sanford Gifford's sketchbooks (7 vols.) and paint box in Curatorial Department, 1966.13

CONTAINER LIST

Box 1 of 1

Folder 1 Scrapbook

Folder 2 Disposition of S.R. Gifford's "The Palisades" - 1879-1900

Folder 3 Gifford Ancestral Tables and notes

Accn.# 518

7 sketchbooks separated from collection 4/13/95 and transferred to Curatorial Dept.. Paint box transferred on earlier date.

4/13/95